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Introduction 

 
This life of us is a MAGNIFICENT journey. So 

magnificent, that you can magnify it even further no 

matter where you are. The only string attached, rather 

simply put, the only way toward it is constant education. 

Your college graduation can land you into a job working 

for someone else, but self education is the real education 

that will work for you. And the realization that any life 

you touch, you share with them a tinge of your aura, 

gives you a torch of responsibility to be integral and 

courageous enough to make the world a better place. 

The starting point is for you to feel good. Feel good 

about yourself at any and every situation in life. We all 

know that in childhood how we used to feel awesome 

and all the amazing possibilities landed up in our bounty 

regardless of their existence. It was fascinating to enjoy 

and explore the range of freshness that was offered by 

even a free ride at the local park in your block. 

And then we all became ―wise‖ adults. If we did not 

take care of our mindset and people who surrounded us, 

the easiest way was to play the blame game and soon the 

cycle transformed into a way of life. 

But is this the life you really aspire for? No one does 



 

that. Even the unhappiest person around you craves for a 

life of miracles, hopes, achievements and relentless 

passion. They are just so immersed in limitations that 

they have become their habits. Chains of habits are too 

light to be felt and too heavy (difficult, not impossible) 

to be broken. 

So let‘s go on a journey of making some real 

transformations in our habits that will create quality of 

life results. If your life is not where you want it to be, it 

would be a delight for me in being your partner in success 

to make quality, joy and authenticity your way of life. 

And if you are getting the results you want in your life, 

still this book is going to serve you tremendously, because 

as Robin Sharma states ―Education is inoculation against 

disruption.‖ 

The starting point of the journey, to circle back, is to 

feel good. And spread the spark so often that your world 

is filled with dazzle and love. ―Every single person you 

meet shares the common desire of validation‖, said Oprah 

Winfrey on her experience of 25 years of her show. With 

this thought on the backstage, let us begin with: 



 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PART ONE 

AWARENESS 
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Please pause to think over a simple question: Irrespective 

of the kind of work you are involved in: be it delivering a 

presentation to your prospective client, or taking care of your 

kids at home, or waiting tables in a restaurant, do you celebrate 

tiny wins in your workplace that accumulate over the course 

of the day??? 

Or perhaps a simpler question: Do you feel gratified and 

awe-inspired on the day you receive a pay appraisal or the 

result day of your child??? 

If the answer to first question is no and the second is yes, 

it is quite clear that we have far more choices than we are 

currently aware to gratify our happiness, to be more radiant 

and optimistic, and to be a wonderful bubble of energy ever 

present and ever cheerful that nourishes and beautifies every 

person and every thing he comes in contact with. 

Undoubtedly there are going to be some lows as well. 

And it is a joyous feeling to embrace them too. Because you 

know it better through your past experiences that the situation 

that seemed as an apparent obstruction created the seed of 

your most vivid and creative growth. Even if the journey 

you faced was miserable, it has lead or is leading you to some 

of the most beautiful decisions of your beautiful life. 

Awareness is the glue that makes your ends meet: from 

where you are to where you want to be in life. Even if your 

present life is great, still, raise the bars. Raise your standards. 

Challenge yourself. Hug your fears so that they vanish. YOU 

ALWAYS GET BETTER. No exception. 

In Part One of this book, we are going to explore how 



the awareness plays a pivotal role in our lives and how you 

can use your awareness to collapse the learning time by 

switching from ‗normal‘ trial and error method to ultra- 

normal method of paying attention to your life. 

Oprah Winfrey often quotes that your life is your greatest 

teacher. And as comes an old saying, when the student is 

ready, the teacher appears. So let‘s start right now towards 

learning the best lessons from the greatest teacher by the most 

dedicated and immersed student of life. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

T he Root Of All 

 
“Clarity  precedes mastery” 

– Robin Sharma 

Clarity is the first principle of success in any endeavor. 

When you are really aware of the situation you are involved 

into, a whole lot of magic happens. INTENTION. Simply 

hug that word and a gorgeous life will hug you. 

Your intention determines the beauty of the produce that 

will emerge. Your purpose accelerates or depreciates the 

quality of life that you live. Your priority list determines the 

priority list of goodness in your life. The small choices to big 

ones that you make will decide whether your life will make 

history or will follow the status quo. 

Most people cherish their school days only for two reasons: 

• They had presumed that their whole learning will take 

place here only, and so they were enthusiastic daily to go to 

school and explore the unknown world, play wonderful 

basketball, enjoy tiny lockers, and present their absolute wow- 

ness therein. 

• They were not aware of a word called ―impossible‖, and 

so the world was nothing more than a plethora of divine 



 

opportunities. 
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Whoa! As you relate this metaphor to our own lives, we 

must necessarily apply this in all tasks that we do. Oprah 

Winfrey and Deepak Chopra have widely emphasized the 

importance of these words in their powerful meditations. 

Simply imagine, when you have clarity of every thought, 

feeling and action, your intensity of waste and negative 

thoughts slowly starts to decrease and you will reach a point 

where you will find only peaceful thoughts. This awareness 

of peace that resides deep within you, is the source of all 

creation, from which all wishes can be fulfilled by truest 

actions. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Celebrate  Imperfection 

 
“The journey is the reward.” 

-Steve Jobs 

We all are blessed with wonderful talents that we were 

born with. All that is required is to know your sweet spot 

and make it sweeter every single day thereafter. 

This means that you do not have to know all the answers. 

You are meant to enjoy the beautiful journey that you are 

living each and every day of your pursuit towards your Mighty 

Why. It is easy to walk into your office and offer directions 

to your teammates, by wearing a social mask of ―I-know-it- 

all‖. Where the real challenge lies is to be a true leader and 

figure out the answers while working on a difficult project as 

a team. It is easy to tell your kids about rights and wrongs, 

what makes a great parent is to tap into the curiosity of the 

kid and express the world class symphony of your ideas. Is 

that not incredible? 

Perfection itself is imperfection. Period. 

When you think that you have given your exaggeratingly 

best, you won‘t optimize and research and improve your ways 

of how you occur in the world. And that is the beginning of 

decline. 
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Conversely, when you regard yourself as a true work in 

progress, you are ready to make iterations and alterations and 

that is the seed of greatness of every great human being who 

walks the planet earth. 

And please do not think that improvisation means giving 

self-judgements or being self-critical. It is just the opposite. 

It simply means that you appreciate yourself for being on the 

mountaintop, and after rejuvenating and refueling, you are 

ready for the next summit. 

This is the core principle of 10,000 hours of deliberate 

practice suggested by Andres Ericsson. 10,000 hours of 

anonymity, ridicule, imperfection, practice to make every next 

attempt better than the previous one — lead to universal 

victory. 

So celebrate your imperfection and present your Bestest 
version to the service of the world and make it a better place. 

But after 10,000 hours….. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Consistency Beats Talent 

 
Progress = Happiness 

-Tony Robbins 

The society often tells us that when you will get yourself 

out of that difficult project, you will be happy; when your 

exams are over, you can enjoy life; build your relationship 

during the pre-marriage period and rest of the life will just 
pass on. Can you believe it??? 

But a truly successful person knows that only when you 

challenge yourself every single day, that is when you are really 

living. Look at your own life, for example. When there is a 

deadline or an opportunity to materialize the latent power 

buried deep within all of us, you suddenly become enthusiastic. 

Hours simply seem to pass away. You are in flow state. This 

may be helping out your child in a difficult school project or 

a project in your own workcloud. 

The point I‘m trying to make is this: Even after 10,000 

hours of deliberate practice and reaching the Mastery level of 

being an amazing parent or a successful businessperson, you 

still have to deliberately practice. And of course, now it is 

going to be more of heartily practice, but growth is uber- 

critical. You don‘t want to waste the gray-matter that you 
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collected over these past years by resting on your laurels and 

being complacent. 

A real star player makes history from successes as well as 

failures on his playfield. And this is the secret to happiness. 

Success means how you feel. It is letting go of your monkey 

mind or the cynical voice of ego that chatters all the time 

when you are not aware; and embracing your fear to live a 

pursuit that not only fulfills your own life, but also spreads 

its stroke on all the other lives that you touch. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Self Help Quick Fixes 

 
The journey called life has a lot to offer us in terms of 

learning. Those who learn more and quickly live a better life 

that casts shadow for the generations to be inspired from. 

And like mastery over anything, this takes a ton of practice. 

You are practising this even when you are not aware. With 

this, it would be generous enough to focus our attention 

towards the quick feel good factors that certain schools of 

thought offer. 

You ought not to be cheerful and chirpy when you feel 

dejected. The life purpose for each of us is to feel our 

emotions, go to their roots, and then alter our experiences of 

them if they were unpleasant; or recreate and intensify them 

if they brought about a sense of possibility and opportunities. 

This is what happy people know and do. They do not let 

their mindsets go awry in the thick and thin of things. The 

most fulfilled people are the ones who experience each 

emotion to the fullest bearing in mind that ―this too, shall 

pass.‖ It provides a sense of truth that ultimately we all are 

here for a limited stay; and the more we cultivate joy in our 

days, in both pleasant and unpleasant states, the more it will 

lead to a deeper and wider understanding of ourselves and 

people we form connections with. 
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Yes, this also does not mean that we should tend to bog 

down when a small circumstance of life does not present 

itself as expected. The whole game is a process of balancing, 

and using every situation to dance with it. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Your Equation Of Happiness 

 
Happiness is the place where we want to reach at the end 

of our conversations, tasks, days and of course, our lives. But 

happiness is not a destination to reach, it is your natural state 

of mind. You cannot be happy once you are successful; but 

because you are happy, you will be successful. 

So please allow me to ask you with great respect: ―What 

is your equation of happiness?‖ This is a powerful question 

that I strongly urge you to ask yourself frequently. The more 

you become aware of the meanings you attach to things, 

people and situations and how you annex your happiness to 

everything will change your entire focus. And as we all know 

and practice it (few knowingly, many unknowingly) that what 

you focus on, expands. 

A brilliant example of being aware of the authentic 

happiness that resides deep within you, and how to channelize 

it comes directly from my nephew and nieces. Children truly 

are the greatest examples of the perfect form of curious and 

inspiring life. My nephew Laddoo and niece Pari, 7 years old 

each, were playing at my home with a hula hoop, juggling 

with the ring for their respective turns. Soon after, their 

younger sibling Pihoo aged 21 months, also came, and seeing 

her older siblings too engaged in catching the hold of the 
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ring rather than enjoying the game, she immediately started 

spinning on her own. Without the hula hoop. Filled with 

passion. Humming a tune that she just composed. Radiating 

a sense of contentment that the fire within us steers out when 

we provide meaning to our lives. Wearing the cutest smile 

you have ever witnessed on planet earth. 

So let‘s make a commitment right here right now that we 

will continually put forth the question to ourselves: ―What 

is my definition of happiness?‖ We all know the answer in 

our hearts. Journal it consistently so it becomes real and 

engraved as the script in your brain. And the more you are 

able to tune into the channel of radiant, vital and sparkling 

happiness from every tissue of yours, the more you will 

provide an opportunity to others by giving them a space to 

illuminate it. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Body Pains are cool 

 
When was it the last time you had a long warm meal 

with your family and every ounce of you was soaked in total 

bliss. You were all laughing and literally tears fell off your 

eyes. Or remember the time you were so beautifully immersed 

in a gigantically enthralling conversation and laughed out so 

hard and long that you held your stomach tight because it 

was aching because of such hearty laugh. 

Most of us are blessed with the best families one could 

ever imagine. Yet it is so easy to get caught up in the cobwebs 

of ―hectic‖ life that too often we take our families for granted. 

It is easy to carve out moments for gossips with anyone about 

anything and give up a warm family breakfast for an 

―important‖ call that would turn the sun into frigid body if 

you won‘t attend the call. 

―Sure, people would come visit, friends, associates, but 

it‘s not the same as someone who will not leave‖, comes a 

powerful line from Morrie Schwartz in Tuesdays with Morrie 
authored by Mitch Albom. So yes, agreed, you have the 

craziest family full of drama. Well, this is the place you should 

be dancing exotically well. Who wants a family that has all 

the people imbued with same interests and qualities? It is the 

differences amongst all of us that makes life worth 



 

remembering. 
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Deep down, we all know that the most beautiful rainbow 

is inherited by the colorful people who inhabit or inhabited 

our den. So starting today, let‘s make a fun of the body pain 

of holding our stomach too hard and laughing incessantly. 

Or locking into that feeling of goosebumps when you expect 

your loved one to give you a surprise and the resultant event 

is more vanilla than usual. Or probably that nice feeling of 

pain when you ended up at a less comfortable place on your 

family trip because of the mistake of your loved one, yet you 

were totally adoring bliss because you all were happy to be 

together and still enjoying the exotica. 

Hmmmm, yes, pains can be cool in the very moment 

we decide how we are going to exercise our birthright to 

choose. Yes, power to choose is our birthright. And when 

we do not follow this belief, we lead ourselves and the 

people who trust is into a deep fake lack. Who wants to 

live that life, surely not you… 



 
 
 
 
 

 

Connoisseurs of Fear 

 
Have you ever read the story of Michelangelo criticizing 

himself? Or that of Picasso sitting with his friends after dinner 

for chit-chat instead of painting? Or maybe Steve Jobs creating 

visions to spoil the competitor‘s product? 

The great thing about all these visionaries was that they 

had acute clarity of what they were out in the world for, and 

then pursued the attainment of their craft with unbeatable 

passion and excellence. The greatest thinkers who lived before 

us and who live on the earth as on today all had one beautiful 

common factor for success: they were not diluted by the 

disregard and disbelief of the ―we know it all‖ masses. 

Sure, these heroes have encountered fear. And they survived 

the hell breaks of their fear by nibbling it, rather than gossiping 

about it. It is the people who recite their fears the most that 

live a less awed life. No judgement, simple observation. Like 

successful people who recite their affirmations day in and 

day out, gradually inherit those words, people living in the 

boat of fear stay clinged to the shore unless they take 

responsibility to face the new and challenging, in other words, 

living a life filled with authenticity and aura imbued with 

radiance beaming in all directions. 

Please realize the fact that the only way to overcome fear 

is to face it. That is where true progress is awaiting for you to 
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accredit yourself with it. Leave the crowd that adopts the 

religion of excusitis. And create a new life every single day, 

that has the sole and soul purpose of awarding you with 

wholesome richnesses that the deepest part of you knows, is 

awaiting you. 

One simple way to overcome your excuses is to catch 

yourself immediately whenever you make one. Simply set 

yourself on a higher plane by declaring to yourself: ―No matter 

what, my determination and willpower is stronger than any 

damning situation.‖ And immediately take one small, baby 

step to overcome it. Do not leave the sight of any valuable 

insight or information without taking some sort of positive 

action on it. By doing so, you are gradually creating a funnel 

of awareness, that will pour you out from fear into freedom 

the more you use it. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Geography to History 

 
The life that you and I are now living is the life we have 

earned. Our degree of presence in the present moment, this 
moment that you are now in, and the thoughts we have 

created has crafted the human being who is reading this book 

at present. And if your current life is not the one of your 

dreams, we will find some truly awesomising tactics in further 

segments. But for this chapter, if we truly become aware of 

the thoughts that become our prophecies, it is a guaranteed 

fact that everyone‘s obituary will become an astonishing story 

of loveful and masterful accomplishments. 

The first step of living a life that makes history is to provide 

it with a geography. You must have a roadmap to where you 

want to reach at the end of this year, this quarter, this month, 

this week(life transforming practice) and even this day. There 

must be a To-Do as well as a To-Be List. These guidemaps 

tell you where you are, where you want to be and what all 

actions you must take now to reach your zenith. Sure, there 

are going to be roadblocks and fires in the path you travel. As 

a matter of fact, they all are a necessity, a vital ingredient for 

evolution to the vivacious level of personal transformation 

you want to attain. 

As it is said, that the map is not the territory; but the 
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destination does exist in the territory as well. Rather, the 

destination, the summit is closer, more real, and visible once 

we land in the territory, after deciding our To-Do‘s and To- 

Be‘s. 

―Ordinary people think about how to pass through the 

day. Extraordinary people think how to impact the next 

generation‖, remarks Robin Sharma. So pick up your pen 

and paper and dream. There is great power in dreaming and 

shaping our destiny. Desire is the most natural part of your 

human experience. Nothing worthwhile would be there if 

the attainment of desires happened at the click of a mouse. 

Simply realize that whatever you desire, it comes to life 

with the degrees of faith, action and integrity you put into it. 

This path of gorgeousness results in a myth known as 

overnight sensation, while the traveler only knows the 

sweetness As a matter of fact, the sourness of the journey of 

turning the geography into history. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Whom Do You Idolise? 

 
Your life is going to turn a lot like the people whom you 

regard as your heroes. ―One way to know who you are is to 

know who your heroes are‖, said Steve Jobs. People whom 

we regard as our heroes are the ones whose life we fantasize. 

They tell us about acts of courage, bravery and authenticity 

that the process of mastery considers essential, no, needs. Our 

heroes inspire us to lead the change by our deeds and beliefs 

rather than blaming outside forces. Our heroes assure us that 

it is okay to commit mistakes and meet failures with honor 

and passion so that they germinate into beautiful fruits. And 

our heroes also constantly remind us that you can be an 

extraordinary human being by daily conducts of excellence 

and innovation, which are undeniably followed by fame and 

fortune. 

Just imagine being a radiant, charming and happy 

personality after spending time with Dr. Norman Vincent 

Peale‘s books. Or expect the level of inspiration in your 

organization as you consistently spend time with Robin 

Sharma and Tony Robbins seminars and blogs. You may also 

know the intensity of creativity and minimalism in all areas 

of your life if Steve Jobs is the one whom you adore. Warren 

Buffet could be an excellent example of being happy and 

pursuing a work that you love, rather than sticking to the 
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knuckles of statistics and figures, and doing the work that 

truly keeps you enthused and fulfilled even when you have 

no financial crunch, by giving you the opportunity to present 

your better levels of the grandest version, like the fire you 

have at the start of your career. 

It could also be the other way round. It is automatic to 

read a trashy novel and feel helpless. Quite easy to fall into a 

complaining conversation about your neighbor and minutes 

later you discover your energy levels slump. The easiest way 

is to tune into a TV channel and experience the amazing way 

your emotions become the same as the characters in the show. 

A tiny fragment of thought can make us weep as well as 

feel extremely great about ourselves. And if you choose people 

who choose victory deliberately even if they fall, then at the 

end of your life you will bid good bye proudly for being the 

carrier of the missile of marvelous values that your prior 

generations left behind with a legitimate trust in you and 

your abilities. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Awareness Has No Strings Attached 

 
Have you ever felt a sense of wonder and awe immediately 

on meeting a jovial person, who is full of life, radiating an 

aura that captures every person who enters its circumference? 

Every person who comes in their contact suddenly gets a 

spark of his own illumination and is reminded and affirmed 

of the virtuosity seated deep within him. Now consider the 

following example: You have a perfectly toned-up and 

muscular body. Suddenly on a street you bump into someone 

who is very flabby and carries excess fat throughout their 

body. Can you ever imagine that by looking at you will also 

turn into a huge mass of fat? The answer is absolutely no. 

Yes, if you hang around with people who take their fitness 

for granted, not in a very long time you will end up behaving 

and looking the way they do. On the other hand, in case of 

first example, the aura and spark transmits from one person 

to the other at the rate of electricity. 

The point that I am emphasizing here is that all things 

affect the inner core of we human beings. What we choose 

to feel and whom we choose to associate with determines 

our mood, which in turn, brick-by-brick shapes our destiny. 

These fields of being aware, of what you feel as well as what 

you want to feel, create a coherence of similar forces around 

you, both tangible and intangible, and the result is: YOU. 
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Awareness is internal and this inner dynamic is responsible 

for all the change, pleasant or unpleasant. This is why it comes 

without any sort of strings attached. Once you become aware 

of what and what kind of information is being inputted into 

your brain, you can voluntarily choose to entertain it like 

that of being in the same vibe as a happy-fulfilled person, or 

you can choose to let go of the physical characteristics of 

someone who does not bear the same as you desire or like, 

by talking about things that matter for both of you, and 

creating better awareness and ignition of the sparks you desire 

to be emitting. 

Choosing to be aware of your choices offers three quick 

benefits which are: 

(1) You have a clear destination to reach and this will help 

you make beautiful choices along the path. 

(2) You do not have to swing on the pendulum of others‘ 

opinions and you can follow the scaring and sacred dream 

that you have always desired in your heart to do. 

(3) In doing so, you make a space for everyone who 

follows you to adopt and practice a path of authenticity and 

courage instead of exposing their lives to biggest threat of 

clinging to the well-defined safety net. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ever Seen Steve Jobs Saving Taxes? 

 
The place where you operate your business from, and the 

country you live in are an inseparable parts of the whole 

ecosystem of any business. We all are interconnected. What 

affects one, affects all. If a man named Henry Ford 

conceptualized the idea of an engine car, it affected the 

generations to follow him. The facts of kindness of Mother 

Teresa are still remembered by everyone as to what 

unconditional love and acceptance could be. A twenty-year 

dropout from Reed College could go on to make the world‘s 

most valuable company, alongside revolutionizing music, 

phone and computing industry. 

Could you ever imagine Steve Jobs pondering with his 

group of managers about how to show lower revenues so 

that Apple pays lower taxes? Or imagine your favorite luxury 

car maker using a cheap accelerator in your automobile to 

lower his tax incidence. These things have never happened in 

the history of any industry leader and will never happen ever, 

as long as they have clarity of their vision. 

You have been blessed with the most beautiful mind, body 

and power to choose and think. A human mind motivated 

by purpose can accomplish feats such as dropping a bomb 

on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, or the country affected by these 
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bombs becoming one of the most developed nations on the 

Earth. Every life is a platform. It all depends on your level of 

awareness, how you raise it by conscious and daily acts of 

enrichment and who you become in the process of focusing 

in your vital areas of life. 

So simply put, divert all your focus on the things that are 

vital for your business‘, your personal, employees‘, family‘s 

and society‘s high moral endeavor. What you focus on, grows 

bigger in size and ultimately becomes your destiny. So focus 

on earning huge profits for your organization that will 

ultimately make it possible for you to shout: ―Yeah, I did 

that!‖ And then, you will not find it difficult to pay your 

taxes honestly because you are having a fixed, undeviating 

attention on how to earn more income (which is a 100X 

future growth sign), rather than saving 30-40 per cent of 

your past forward profits. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Capturer and Beholder 

 
Please provide me with the opportunity to focus our 

attention on the two images of ―people‖ that always float in 

our minds. One is our own image, how we perceive ourselves, 

also known as the self-image. The other image that the mind 

carries is the image of the world. This is our perception as 

well as the response to the environment, people and world 

that surrounds us. 

Having an understanding of both these elements are 

essentially crucial for us to live a dynamic, and freely optimized 

and enthused life. The self-image, or how you see yourself is 

the sub-conscious programming of the operating system of 

your brain. Your outer life is exactly a mirror reflection of 

your beliefs, your words and your associations that you have 

chosen over a period of time. Science and research is coming 

up in a big way to determine that your income level is the 

median income of ten people whom you spend most of your 

time with. The phenomenon of goal contagion is like a mirror 

neuron that transmits itself rapidly on minds rubbing against 

each other. Hence it is quintessential for each and every one 

of us to associate with people whom we think are winners 

because their habits, perceptions and beliefs are adopted by 

us, sooner than we think. And this is the first step to personal 

transformation, that is, being aware of the sub-conscious 
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mechanism that feeds all the inputs into your brain. 

Your sub-conscious mind determines almost every action 

you take. Only around five percent of the activities are guided 

by conscious mind. So in order to get phenomenal in terms 

of self-care, be aware of every subtlest information that goes 

into your mind because the sub-conscious mind is the store- 

house of every piece of information, and that it utilizes and 

creates material realities is accordance with the back storehouse 

of it. The great inventor Thomas Edison is said to have using 

his time to sit and ponder, to create new thoughts, unlike the 

masses whose ninety five percent of the thoughts are the ones 

which they thought the previous day, if they do not become 

aware of their thoughts. 

The second image that everyone holds is the perception 

of the world. Your expectations pre your results. And in order 

to fulfill great expectations, treat people incredibly well. Make 

every person you meet feel like they are aristocrats and they 

will most certainly make you feel in an exact replica. This 

wisdom is explicitly preached in the legendary book ―How 

To Win Friends and Influence People‖ by Dale Carnegie, 

wherein the governing principle of the book states that look 

for things that the other person wants and in so doing, you 

co-create a space for yourself to an assured success. 

Simply an awareness of such a world is intriguing: where 

people take gorgeous care of themselves and provide 

stupendous treatment to everyone whom they come in 

contact with. And this awareness, is the beginning of 

transformation. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Why Are We Here? 

 
Find any successful person and you will find a goal annexed 

to them. The size of our goals determines the extent of our 

success and the way we see ourselves. Our self image is an 

exact reflection of the perception we hold in our marvelous 

mind. 

Why are goals so vital ingredient to success? Because they 

serve as a fuel to compel you into action. They are the fuel 

which, when acted upon with consistency and unrelenting 

persistence, present a whole new picture of your life which 

you had once dreamed of. 

What are the major five priorities of your life? DO you 

have at least three goals that stretch your audacity for each of 

them over a month, quarter, year, five-year and ten-year time 

frame? What would your obituary look like? Walt Disney 

was a man with heroic vision and dedication to bring that 

vision to fruition that he dreamt twenty years in advance! 

The result of that breathtaking ―yes to life‖ approach is in the 

form of Disney Theme Parks that are a source of pride for 

Disney till date. 

Let us not forget that we have an abundance of everything. 

Everything. We are not here to desire anything and have it 

presented in front of us immediately. The whole process of 
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life is discovering your goals, or your ―whys‖, and then 

deliciously enjoy and relish the process of creation and 

learning. It is because of these goals only that we are almost 

waiting to get up out of bed every morning and present our 

newest, most refined craft to the world that will be awed by 

your very presence into it. 

This quest for reason of pursuit of a goal is the true 

barometer of your energy level in any endeavor. Your goals 

recite the quality of your life. Your goal may not be earning 

millions of dollars. It could be serving in a not-for-profit 

organization, or raising great kids and making them 

responsible citizens. Make sure to make your goals vivid by 

telling yourself the reasons why you want to accomplish that 

goal. As you become aware of the reason, you enter into a 

mode of celebration of the human being you will become in 

the quest. And at the end of our lives, this is what we all 

would aspire for: A life well-lived, that made me a courageous 

and adventurous human being, and also heartily inspired and 

helped as many lives as it could. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Are YOU Alive or Living? 

 
A small thought worth consideration that can make your 

life elevate in a single moment is: Do you experience joy in 

most times in your life? 

―Well, now Nishtha, let me tell you how much problems 

I am burdened with.‖ That is all PERFECTLY fine. Only 

people in morgues and graves do not have issues to be dealt 

with. For all the other divine beings like you and I, we have 

been gifted with the spectacular abilities to coast through 

any situation in life and decide what it means to us. ―Your 

part is to figure out what the situation translates into, to 

bring forth most optimistic and enriching meaning for your 

life; and then decide not to repeat what went wrong over 

there. Forgive and forget. Chill. Live. Elevate and serve all 

around you. Is that not a nice thing to pay attention to?‖ 

And if not now, when? With deep respect to all, our days 

really are in number. We all have beautiful memories of our 

past for which we had dreamed of earlier, and now they are a 

history. This shows that it does not take quite a long for life 

to take a twist and land us in desired or unimagined positions. 

You are blessed, and smart; so I am confident that you will 

take the previous statement as a track to align your life to 

simplicity and vastness of creation, rather than the naysayers 
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who blame the law of the country even for changes in climate. 

And as we notice, the spirit of decision talked about earlier 

comes alive here itself. This awareness can also be brought 

about with the knowledge that simply because one is alive 

(but not living though), then his Creator, his Higher Self has 

some purpose in store for him. The child of that Creator has 

to just listen to his core, his heart and then devote himself 

for that purpose, which makes a life really worth living. Is 

that not true? 

Of course it is, life has been rewarded to us because it is a 

―colourful toy‖, and the only purpose of existence of a 

colourful toy like yours and mine is to enjoy and live it as 

radiantly as possible, and inspire others by our colourful 

palette of being. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What Are You Here To SELL? 

 
Here is the fundamental point: We all are sales people in 

some or the other manner. We might not necessarily be selling 

products or services of our employer or of our business. But 

each morning when we meet out people, they are buying the 

set of values and behaviours that we offer them by nothing 

more than our very presence. Please stop and think about 

that for a minute or two. 

Sir Isaac Newton very pointed out towards this with a 

laser like clarity of path when he spoke his law of motion 

stating: 

―Every action has equal and opposite reaction.‖ 

That really makes a lot of sense. If in the morning you are 

still frustrated because of a family member who burst out 

their peeved self to you, you are carrying that as the kitty of 

sales you are going to make in all your communications, 

including the one with yourself. Not to forget the law of 

sowing and reaping. 

Whether we know it or not, or in moments of our 

knowing and not exercising it, there is always an emotion, a 

feeling attached to you. What that feeling is your product 

not for the people you come in contact with, but also for the 
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environment to offer in which you dwell. Also, with great 

courage I would encourage you to summon up the fact that 

you do not have to wear a cheerful mask on your face even 

when you are encountering a difficult time. But I do suggest 

you that your emotional stability, your learner‘s spectacles 

and your ability to live life fully and freely with responding 

with wits instead of reacting with anger, is the real delivery of 

yours to the environment. 

This day, this very day of whatever year you are reading 

this book on, this day will never come again in the history of 

the Universe. Be so creatively aware of your feelings into the 

environment in terms of living or non-living beings, to make 

sure that your product is the best one, without doing any 

harm to the competitor‘s product. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You Create Life 

 
This chapter brings about a deeper meaning than what is 

perceived to be. We all are at this point in our lives because of 

the decisions we took in the past AND annealed them to our 
memory, which then serves as the base for all the future 

decisions we make. The key word here is ―base‖. Just as a 

human being who is getting his new house constructed, knows 

that the stronger the base would be, the higher strength the 

building will possess, which will ultimately be responsible 

for everything the building is exposed to. Similarly, the life 

that you and I, the mortal beings within this limited span of 

time are living, is actually a reflection of the base we have 

created and the seeds we have sown by our past actions, 
thoughts, words and feelings. 

This truly is dramatically life influencing and life changing. 

Because now you have the power in your own hands. To 

weave a web of such tremendous thoughts and fearless feelings 

and awesome actions and wonderful words that not only 

you alone, but the entire world is inspired and breathless by 

your very way of being. 

You create life, thus, means that since you have the choice 

in your hands, you can decide to control everything in your 

life. Even when facing the same distressing situation several 
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number of times, holding on to grit, perseverance and faith 

in the fact that the seeds sown by you are for the overall 

benefit for you as well as for everyone, then it is a true magic 

of creation. To be aware of your choices. Of the responses 

(and not reactions) you generate. 

So before turning on the page, let‘s not only decide, but 

also practise it in our consciousness every single day, even 

multiple times, that our future, the very next moment from 

now, will be an exact reflection of what we put into our 

awareness and our memory, which will soon manifest itself 

materially. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

True meaning of Expression 

 
The word ―person‖ in Hindi is known as ―vyakti‖, literally 

meaning the source of expression. Expression of what you 

believe, of what you accept, of what you let out as your energy 

to the world, of what you are made up of, of the meaning 

you draw from all life events. Expression of who you really 

are. 

Is that not powerfully amazing? The very essence of our 

being is reflected in the person who you truly are. Simple. 

Therefore, difficult to understand. Steve Jobs said it 

remarkably through the person he was, the simply simple 

yet empowering designs he made. Gandhi made it a lot more 

clear by following non-violence and truth: the simple yet 

powerful tools to free an entire nation. Mr. Narendra Modi, 

the Prime Minister of India again makes it display through 

the simple governance strategies he uses to make the country 

perform at its best as a collective unit. 

Your expressions account for a big share of the pie of 

contributors to communication. You can recognize the 

person‘s expression even while talking to them over a phone 

or while exchanging messages. So why the inclusion of this 

chapter? Because ideas become reality only when they are 

physically manifested. Seems but natural, but are you aware 
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of your expressions all the time? Few people are. Majority 

are not. Most of the people express themselves as culmination 

of the excess baggage of others and are, therefore, themselves 

carrying a humped back. The good news is, you can reframe 

your expressions the moment you desire it. It is not so difficult 

to change the usual expressions that you have been using for 

whole your life. Rather it is the easiest thing, because now 

you claim back your power, and so you become more 

powerful, which in turn, inspires others to be the masters of 

the fate, the captain of their ship. 

The era of convincing others to your viewpoint is over. 

There is no need to jump from reasons and recoveries to 

express yourself naturally. You are meant to be a free flow of 

energy: positively marching from one evolving spirit to 

another. This is true freedom. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bad Mood Draws Blessings Away 

 
Your mood is the catalyst to your real life story. As is your 

mood, so will be your behavior; as is your behavior, so will 

be your actions; as are your actions, so will be the results you 

will garner. We read a book or get an online course but witness 

no uplifting changes in our habits, unless we have accustomed 

ourselves to be aware of and consciously generate the mood 

we desire. 

Your mood is the most precious commodity you have. 

Please do not let it fall at the mercy of autopilot mode, or 

when someone has said something which is not ―right‖ as per 

your standards. In states of self-introspection, we often become 

aware of another person‘s perspective which did not match 

our own definition, but was definitely the most perfect step 

as per that person‘s objective. Maybe the person you 

encountered witnessed a bunch of frustrated folks who were 

responsible for reporting him. 

In other words, whatever the reason is, you ought to be 

in wonderful spirits as your nature. ―Nothing great has ever 

been achieved without enthusiasm‖, observed Emerson. 

Richard Branson is an excellent example of how exemplary 

your success in all areas of life can get once you get hold of 

the ―wowness‖ of life. 
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What‘s more a thing to be scared about is that when you 

are in a negative mood, you are unintentionally being grumpy. 

If any person comes to you with a genuine gratitude for the 

act of kindness done by you, he or she will definitely stop 

themselves, sure of being rewarded with a ridicule or remark. 

Our school physics taught us so well that ―like attracts like‖, 

which means that a grumpy human being is bringing in more 

such displeasures into his life by not being grateful of the 

opportunities present in his hands as he is constantly engaged 

in making peace with a distasteful past, instead of learning a 

lesson from it and using it as a gear to propel him forward. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Non Negative NO 

 
The measure of a life truly well lived is the integrity with 

which you chip away distractions and focus supremely on 

your David, the manifestation of mastery that you are 

journeying. The more attention you focus on your highest 

priorities, the more magic or ―good luck‖ starts to happen in 

your life, because you get rid of the clutter that blocks the 

influx of innovative ideas and wondrous dreams into your 

brain. 

Yes, so become a virtuso at making fabulous choices. Do 

not do the things that are fun for other people and which 

does not give you the feeling of fun because ultimately it is 

not going to make either of you happy. Schedule your days 

around the things that will truly matter at the end of this 

week, this month, this quarter and this year. Visualize yourself 

living a rich, abundant, prospered and purpose-driven life. 

Success is just around the corner. All we need is to set a 

vision and to set a plan of action and BEGIN RIGHT NOW, 

no matter how or where you start. What is important is for 

you to be consciously aware of the path that is unfolding, 

stumble again and again by deliberately hugging suffering 

(because that‘s where all your growth lies), make new, 

innovative and different choices and thus execute yourself 
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marvelously in the world that is fortunate enough to see you 

perform. 

And the seed of this success lies equally beautifully in those 

things that you do not do. When Steve Jobs returned to 

Apple in 1997, the first thing he did was not to design new 

products, but to discontinue all the products that were not 

Apple‘s mission. And we see the result today. 

Take a look around yourself and be aware of the 

consequences that follow your choices. And then alter those 

choices if they are making your life more complex. Even if 

you are living your wildest desires, still raise the bar. Your life 

truly (read: only) becomes more meaningful through constant 

evolution. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

PART T WO 

ACT ION 

―What the outstanding person does, others will try 

to do. The standards such people create 

will be followed by the whole world….. 

…I continue to act, but I am not driven by any need of 

my own. If I ever refrained from continuous work, 

Everyone would immediately follow my example.‖ 

 
The Bhagavad Gita 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Do 

 
―The journey of thousand miles begins with a single step‖, 

said Lao Tzu. Do you know that each and every cell of your 

body survives and thrives for growth? A special something, 

that only you and you can manifest, for which you were sent 

on the planet Earth. 

An extra call that you can make, a little ten minutes you 

can carve out to visualize the day ahead, a gentle ―thank you‖ 

that you can say to glorify a human spirit, reading that book 

on your bookshelf that catches your attention because you 

intuitively know that it contains the seed for your highest 

growth, a little blessing that you can shelter on the person 

who ―harmed‖ you, an extra bite of food you can avoid on 

your journey of fitness. It all boils down to one single thing 

my friend: responsibility. 

Response-ability: ability to respond in a given set of 

circumstances. Find any happy, evolving and growing 

individual and you will find the root in this word. 

So if you are ready to take responsibility of your life and 

instead of having fleeting amounts of happiness on vacations 

and annual pay raise days, delve into that feeling just by 

exercising that courage and power that I know you are blessed 

with, and if you are ready to dream without any limitations 
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and live a wondrous life every single day, let‘s get into the 

awesomeness of transformation. 

And please remember: we ALL are made up of the same 

threads of life. What makes a difference in the lives of Steve 

Jobs, Oprah Winfrey, Michael Jordan, Shahrukh Khan, and 

other successful people from those who consider themselves 

unsuccessful, is the cloth woven from that thread and the 

manner with which it is stitched and brought to life by them. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

T he Intersection Of Science and Ancient 
Wisdom 

 
In good old days, when there used to be a tradition of 

joint families, the elder members of the family would always 

instruct (and not recommend) their younger folks to do a 

little better each day. If the young one of a person went to a 

jungle to look for woods, the parent expected the son to 

return with a larger number every consequent day. If a son 

would deliver postage letters, the parent would have the 

greatest feeling of pride if the son would deliver even one 

more letter than his pre-established standards with consistency, 

passion and excellence. Dale Carnegie also wrote that his future 

wife would do her work a little better each day, which resulted 

in both of them having nuptials. 

Fast forward to twenty-first century, Andres Ericsson, who 

has propounded the Theory Of Deliberate Practice in the 

Field of Exceptional Performance, establishes that it requires 

at least ten thousand hours for any amateur to turn into a 

pro of their field. 

10,000 hours of sincere dedication and kaizen backed up 

by consistent practice. And it is not normal practice, rather it 

is practice done with the view to make every day better. 

This is because Andres Ericsson found that the surgeons 
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that did not improvise their craft with passing hours and 

days, did not get to a level of world class on the elapse of ten 

thousand hours of practice. 

So the point that I am trying to make is gorgeously 

explained by Daniel Pink in Drive where he says that ―what 

the science tells us are the facts we already know in our hearts‖. 

The need of the hour, no, every hour is to raise your standards 

from their previous placard, and then to pour all our love, 

vitality and enthusiasm in the richly studded craft that we are 

creating. And no matter where you are and what you do, if 

you make the lives of other people better, either by being the 

best parent to your kids, or funding a start-up as a venture 

capitalist, or by smiling to the person whom you talk on 

phone, or by spreading awareness of fresh and vegetarian 

foods, you have a right as well as a responsibility to transmit 

the courage and passion of your excellent field of work to 

every life who comes in contact with it. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ignite a Spark Daily 

 
When you walk to your work every single day, you have 

a choice to perform it beautifully. Your work is the means by 

which you feel a sense of pride and wonder in the deepest 

part of your gut. 

―When you work you fulfill a part of earth‘s furthest dream, 

assigned to you when that dream was born. Work is love 

made visible‖, noted Kahlil Gibran in The Prophet. As we 

perform our work with the most beautiful artistry of yours, 

it soon turns into a thread of mastery woven around your 

creation. 

Few ways by which we all can perform brilliantly in our 

workspace, be it taking care of our kids, or meeting a foreign 

delegate, or preparing for our exams, could be summarized 

as below: 

• Begin your work with a smile. As simple as this. And as 

a bonus point, the energy you radiate in one area of your life 

spills itself into all other areas. None of the areas is separate 

from others. The part is the whole. 

• Visualise the outcome you wish to achieve. Only when 

you see the picture in your hear, that is when it will occur in 

front of your eyes. The super star athletes, all have this one 
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tactic of visualizing their game, and then working upon 

themselves, their character, their disciplines, their schedules, 

that they become worth that vision. But it all starts with a 

glaring vision that sets the path on fire. 

• Be yourself. This character trait defines the commitment 

to integrity of any human being. You may be confident in 

your area of craft, you might be earning richly and building a 

great fortune, and you might be living happily wherever you 

now belong. All these things are great, rather essential. But 

please do not forget who you are, in the process. It is quite 

easy to copy paste even the slightest behavior of another 

human being if you do not know and be your own authentic 

self. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Set New Everests 

 
Please do yourself a favor by asking a simple question: 

―Am I normal?‖ This question poses an intriguing soul 

searching exercise that you and I must do with own self, if 

we want to make the world an even more fabulous place to 

dwell into. 

Normal people: you will find them easily and abundantly 

at any place and at any time. Though they do not believe 

that live a life of victimhood, but they are constantly tossed 

in the waves and opinions of other people. Excuses are the 

greatest ally of the normal people. They always move in 

masses and are the most popular for cutting long hours on 

social networking groups. Normal people, also known as 

―the herd‖, define their self identity by the dominating beliefs 

of the herd and lack conviction in their own values. Normal 

people are always hunting for prospects to undermine them 

and make them feel guilty for anything the other people have 

done or not done. 

And the virtuosos, the people exerting quiet power, the 

people whose brilliance and bravery is reflected in the imprints 

of the sand they have walked miles before, are so very 

different. As an Apple commercial said: ―They have no respect 

for the status quo‖, the winners, who turn things upside 
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down, reflect this prophecy. The winners wear a charm of 

authenticity on their faces. They know that the work they 

do provides a meaning to them as well as the society and that 

is the greatest source of fulfillment for them. Winners do 

not ape their friends by following them to a pub, rather spend 

staggering sums of time alone to create and vitalize their 

greatest asset: their energy and attention. They are true leaders, 

who live a contrarian life and make the world an amazing 

place to dwell in just by their very presence and the quality of 

ingenuity and peak achievement in everything they touch 

and every conversation they have. 

So, at this point of time in our journey together, I would 

urge you with great respect, to constantly strive to be in the 

realm of winners. Why this constant strife? Because the 

moment you believe you can be world-class, an icon of your 

industry, that moment of belief is the ―aha-moment‖, one 

that lays the foundation of all the creation. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

One Step That Saves Life 

 
We all were gifted with precious blessing of twenty four 

hours this morning when we woke up. How you use these 

few moments present an imprint of the vision of your future 

and the reflection of your past. At the end of the day, the 

complaining billionaire and the contented sweeper, both will 

go to sleep without the badges the society knows them by. 

Yet what difference a day makes? 

A day by day progress leads to a place what the society 

calls as ―gifted talent‖. And the most common attribute these 

gifted people possess is that they are always surrounded by 

extreme achievers. Charlie ―Tremendous‖ Jones said it aptly 

beautifully when he quoted: ―Five years from now, you will 

be the same person you are today except for the people you 

meet, the books you read, the tapes you hear.‖ There is a 

spark of fire in the belly in the minds of every superachiever 

that makes them a genius in their own endeavor and also 

gives them an opportunity to illuminate hundreds of 

thousands of other lives. 

Stick to the message of this chapter, and it is a sure-shot 

guarantee that at the end of your life, you will be so proud of 

the elite people whom you interviewed, the notable visionaries 

whom who met through their books, the wise teachers in 
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your neighborhood whom you sipped a cup of coffee with 

to share their life experiences. Ultimately we are all here for a 

miniature miracle moment of thousand months only. Don‘t 

you want to shout out loud on your death bed and say: ―Yeah, 

I lived a passion-filed, rich life AND also provided a source 

of inspiration to EVERY person I met.‖ 

So starting today, have a snack with Albert Einstein in the 

evening. And next week, you may choose to spend time with 

Sir Richard Branson and his entrepreneurial skills. Perhaps 

the week after that, you would like to know deep about 

your spiritual side by sipping coffee alongside Dr. Wayne 

Dyer and Dr. Deepak Chopra. For understanding the 

dynamics of thoughts and manifestation, next week may be 

spent by reading the works of Rhonda Byrne and Esther 

Hicks. The panorama of your life with the wisdom of people 

who acquired and shared it with you, is simply going to be 

intricately jeweled, the moment you pick up a piece of learning 

and apply it to your life. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Be a Source of Empowerment 

 
Apart from our daily roles that we are responsible to play 

with utmost fun, there comes an essentially crucial role that 

every human being on this planet must perform. This role is 

that of being a source of empowerment for the many people 

whom we share our spirit with. 

You are the Greatest Creation that could ever be manifested 

on Planet Earth. You have exactly the same power as did any 

inventor who walked before you. As Jacques Costeau says it 

so stunningly superbly: ―If you have the opportunity to lead 

an extraordinary life, you have no right to keep it to yourself‖, 

your life has to be a source of sparkling bravery that radiates 

itself far and wide. 

Our role is that of a river, that nourishes each tinge that it 

sprinkles itself on. Our role is that of a fruit-giving tree, who 

returns only fruits no matter how many stones are thrown at 

it. Our role is that of a radio station, whose wavelength is 

captured by each person tuning into our frequency. 

Once we passionately commit ourselves to living our lives 

substantially in service to the society and making people feel 

amazingly awesome about themselves, magic, literally magic 

begins to happen. A whole stream of possibilities opens up 

to such mentally supportive and strong person. We become 
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to feel a greater feeling of self worth and responsibility, which 

is the internal income that guides and motivates us to present 

your Michalangelo for the world to adore. 

Most importantly, when you deliberately choose to make 

passion and compassion your oxygen, you provide immense 

degrees of warmth to a loved one who desperately needs it. 

In so doing, you serve the best interest of humanity by lifting 

up the spirits of the people who are also divine creations like 

you and I. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Make It A Point To Celebrate Daily 

 
What is the meaning of a life running from pole to pole 

in pursuit of worthy goals if you do not enjoy the sail up the 

summit? What is the purpose of encircling the entire globe 

for business meetings and not yet admiring the wonderful 

land that you are currently standing in? What is the reason 

for practicing meditation for years and not attending an official 

retreat center to practice combined meditation that challenges 

your true tests of mindfulness and turn off the inner chatter 

even in the midst of a throng of people? 

Simply stated, it is very important to make fun a vital 

part of your life just like inhaling oxygen. Fun should be 

woven in every aspect of your life, even though you are facing 

a challenging circumstance. Remember a time when you 

healed a loved one who had been experiencing deep pain, by 

the magic of your words and reminisces of their past fun 

moments, as well as creating new ones on the present slate. 

Or make note of a time in your workspace when you were 

faced with a challenging project, and you bumped into great 

fun as you took wholehearted enthusiasm in the journey. 

A day well lived is the one that is adorned with garlands 

of intended celebration. So starting today, write in your 

journal every morning about how you are going to celebrate 
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today. It may be a step forward in the difficult project that 

consists your biggest opportunity. It might be a laugh with 

your kid while sharing a chocolate in the sun. It might be 

calling up your cousin who used to be your childhood best 

friend, to tell them how much you love them and cherish 

the beautiful time that it was your privilege to spend together. 

As we all know, thoughts are a vital element in determining 

our destiny. When we think in the direction of celebrating at 

all times in our life, it does affect all the cells of your body. 

Instant reaction can always be seen in your facial expressions 

and even your skin texture. So this is a complete win-win. 

Intention of the fun along with vitality of health, both 

coupled with broader perspective of life equals Wow! 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Articulate 

 
Before pursuing internship during Chartered Accountancy 

course, we were explained the concept of audit planning at 

the intermediate level. This is a planning related to the course 

of audit before commencing the work, recording the tasks 

undertaken during the course of days of actual audit, and 

subsequently reviewing the work so that it could be useful 

for subsequent assignments. Our teachers at the final exam 

level persuaded us to follow the same procedure during 

preparation for exam. 

A step forward, I would like to nudge this amazing insight 

to dwell in, in your life as well. It is a typically u-turning 

action that gives you an amazing non-judgemental, witness‘ 

feedback mechanism into your life. A simple action step at 

the end of your day, as to what all you did during the day 

shows you your progress report and a vivid description of 

what needs to get better in your life. 

Few areas that may require your articulation: 

• On a work day, what all and how much did you 

accomplish: Use this as a leverage point and make it a point 

to achieve just a little more the next day. 

• In terms of your fitness, what all did you eat: It is an 
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interesting fact that as you observe what all and at what 

intervals you are eating. Our stomach is the size of two fists 

and everything eaten beyond that limit in a single meal 

transforms itself into fat. This simple act of writing down 

your food intake, in addition to the progressive overload 

system in workouts can work wonders for you. 

• In your relationships, did you love fully: The easiest and 

the victim‘s way of living life is the one that frustrates his 

personal as well as professional relationships as a result of not 

working on his state of mind. Please do not let that happen 

to you. Make love a priority. Always. Do not give it only 

when things happen according to you. That is give and take. 

Business. Love should emanate regardless of actions outside 

your territory. So tell your daily memoir of the flood of love 

gushing through you incessantly. 

• Self Belief: Know who you are at present and decide 

what you would like to be that you are not; and take some 

little action for this alteration of selfie bubble to create anew. 

• Most importantly, ideation: Wisdom teachers such as 

David Schwartz, Jim Rohn and Emerson have talked widely 

about the importance of jotting down an idea as soon as it 

hits your mind. The sub-conscious mind is always working 

on the subject it has been introduced to, even after the 

conscious mind has stopped doing it. The best ideas pop up 

when the mind is in a relaxed state, such as away from the 

task at hand, or while taking a nature walk(fuel for every 

creative person), or just before falling into a trance of sleep. 

So always keep a piece of paper and pen, or your smartphone 

if it is in sleep mode for notifications, to jot down your 
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ideas. Your life-changing ideas will pop up when you are in a 

state of receiving and articulating them. 

A simple method of plotting this story of articulation 

could be done on a calendar diary that has 365 pages, instead 

of your journal, so that it remains flexible to track progress. 

Remember, knowledge is useful only if it is utilized in 

thoughtful ponderance and rejuvenative creation. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Power of Off 

 
Deep thinking only happens when you escape the 

shallowness of doing and dive into the depth of your creative 

mechanism. Please stop for a moment to think about that 

point. 

It is oxygenically essential for every one of us to build our 

days around rest. Because at the end, what is the point of 

hitting the grave with a ruined body, and a mind easily prone 

to external, non-pleasant stimuli, and millions lying in bank 

accounts? 

Rest is the most creative thing that deduces greatest 

contribution ever. While scheduling, you must always stitch 

in rest breaks. In those breaks, go for a little walk, or read 

something valuable other than the work you are doing, or 

simply close your eyes and breathe. In addition to rest during 

the workday, make some time for yourself away from the 

work: at least once every week and for at least sixty to seventy 

days during a year. Yes, this may sound counter-productive, 

but in reality this activity burns away all counters to 

productivity. 

Rather plan and book all your outings one year in advance 

so that your brain is hardwired to produce at its peak during 

the work months and goes into creativity refueling during 
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the rest months. Most of us do not find ourselves worthy of 

taking these trips. We believe that people who have hot cash 

and nothing to-do are the ones who take long vacations. 

Instead, people who take rest trips are the ones who ultimately 

produce loads of hot cash, even more than they ever imagined, 

during their to-do time. 

By allowing yourself to take regular offs in the pursuit of 

your life‘s passion, you display a sense of detachment from 

the craft that you are pursuing. This off is not a form of 

coldness, rather an attribute of respect and joy for the work 

into which you delve wide and initially invisible possibilities 

once you put yourself into the mighty action step of ―doing 

deliberate rest‖. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Booting the Operating System 

 
The one person who is going to spend whole life with 

you is: YOU. Yes, relationships are an utmost critical part of 

every human‘s life, and they should be. In that respect, the 

primary responsibility of you is your relationship with 

yourself. 

What is your self talk? What kind of words do you use 

while talking to yourself? What is the emotional intensity 

with which you generate your feelings, both positive and 

negative? What is the manner you lift yourself up after facing 

a temporary defeat? Make sure your words and expressions 

are aristocracy because you are listening. And we become the 

person whom we spend our time with. 

With this thought coming forward as scary for most 

people, does it not ensue a pledge of responsibility along? 

Imagine a life, where you can hold in your hands the baton 

of all that happened to you. The beliefs that you have come 

to adopt over a period of time, whether or not they have 

served you, are the result of words in action, being repeated 

and retelecasted over and over again till they became realities. 

People like Steve Jobs, Mahatma Gandhi, Richard Branson, 

Robin Sharma, Susan Cain, Shakespeare, Bob Dylan, John 

Lasseter, Martin Luther King, Maya Angelou, et al are all 
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starkling examples of people who have set crowds in action 

through the power of their elevating words. Their operating 

systems were so much in order that their creative viruses 

affected and are still affecting every spirit that takes their 

cognizance. Words have the enthralling capacity to build 

people‘s life or bring discouragement to an inspired spirit. 

So, beginning right now, start speaking new words, until 

they become real. And please do not annex the disqualification 

of ―though I‘m incapable, but……‖ There are enough of 

critics who are ready to bog you down, calling you incapable, 

not worthy or not a ―go-getter‖. Use these critics and their 

critiques as an elevator to reach to the next level of falling in 

love with your quest, your vision, your mission of possibility 

and rearing a childhood dream, that your inner voice believes 

will be brought to reality. Today is the day, the day you shun 

all the false beliefs of ―know-it-all‖ smart people and produce 

your own movie, so rich and heroic that soon your self talk 

and pep talk is the content that inspires your body into action, 

your face into glow and charm of authenticity, and your world 

with grace because you have the mightiest power of words 

that twirls swords into flowers and discontent into 

opportunity. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Speak Up and Master Clarity 

 
This chapter is an amalgamation of many sequences and 

situations in my life that have taught me to be vividly clear 

of my intention to do the action that I am performing in 

every moment of my conscious awareness. In other words, 

the goal should be crystal clear in order to transform every 

moment into a miraculous journey of true and radiant living. 

This is what we all are here for. 

Some of the action points we can take here come up as 

follows: 

• Making a Business Presentation: An awareness of the 

fact that the presentation I am going to deliver is an exact 

reflection of my attitude towards it. Not driven by any 

competition, not reliant on someone else‘s pre-supplied 

template, but totally focused on delivering value to the 

ultimate consumers. This is how we really reach the hallmarks 

of greatness, by contributing little by little to the glories of 

people around us, who are either directly or indirectly knit 

to us. 

• Preparing for an Exam: Preparation and performance 

are the beautiful aspects of an exam which nurture the best in 

the student who is committed to performing at his best. A 

bigger aspect of this exam sequence is what the student 
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becomes as a result of exposing himself to unexpected 
situations. And that is, who he really turns out consequently. 
Grades and marks are simply a reflection of the perceptions 
of the student at that particular time of exam when he was 
performing. More so, he develops a polishing behavior 
towards other goals of life, develops more inner calm, carves 
out huge strengths, and applies them all in his life; and 
ultimately receives an exact reflection of his inputs. And the 
by-product cycle continues. 

Thus, it makes sense to look at the bigger picture. It serves 
as a guiding tool and the intuitive compass providing you 
greater faith in your abilities and actions. 

• Being a Home Maker: If you are someone who stays at 
home and takes care of their kids, family and other household 
activities, with much respect, I salute you for taking over 
such a great responsibility with acceptance and joy. 

The task that you do is one that is truly incredible that is 
worth expressing beyond words. It is because of a home 
maker‘s infinite dedication to build an awesome family only 
that a nation finds its true citizens and the greatest contributors 
of society. 

Friends, as you can see, the list is truly endless. To be precise, 
you get from life what you put into it. The final product 
that will turn out will be the exact reflection of the ingredients 
of the recipe we put in. Therefore, it is my humble request 
to you that if you are committed to see a Bigger YOU (and 
not better, because you are already the best creation of the 
Universe, simply waiting to be tapped into its Highest 
Possibilities undreamt of ), so let us pick up the baton and 
simply being aware of speaking up with impeccability and 
mastering clarity in action. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Communicate 

 
Your ability to communicate determines your extent of 

success. Communication is the tool that cements two distant 

cliffs by an easy bridge. Communication is not only to be 

polished indispensably as a tactic, it is a necessity that we all 

should focus on a key success factor in any dimension of life, 

be it communicating with the person who sweeps the streets, 

or communicating with the CEO of your organization. 

Communication with our surrounding near and dear ones 

should be an ongoing one. We must communicate what we 

feel, and feel what we communicate. Even if our views are 

exaggeratingly opposite to the other person‘s views, we must 

make our opinions reach them without being offensive. This 

is the art of great communicators, that was long preached by 

Dale Carnegie. Differences of opinion are with respect to 

facts, not with the overall personality of the person involved 

in communication: when you communicate, this is the 

underlying intention at all times when you attack the idea, 

not the person. This superb communication cum relationship 

technique was one of the biggest factors in the success of 

Pixar Animation, as underlined by Ed Catmull and Amy 

Wallace in their brilliant book Creativity, Inc. 

When you proceed toward the other person with the view 
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to make things better rather than making them feel inferior, 

the other person welcomes you wholeheartedly and you reach 

a unanimous solution where there is nothing such as ―you 

and I poles‖ and only a bridge. 

On this note, it is nevertheless super-important to 

maintain conversation generosity with your own self. As 

highlighted in the previous chapter, your words shape your 

life. So inculcate this habit as a top habit of this quarter starting 

today itself, to be the best communicator to yourself. How 

beautiful the canvas will be if every stroke has been carefully 

analyzed and mastered by the painter? As a matter of fact, a 

study has proven that self talks increase the activity in the 

pre-frontal cortex area or the CEO of the brain, with a 

correlated amount of decrease in the activity of amygdala, 

the culprit of neural dissonance in your brain. Simply spoken, 

when you communicate effectively with yourself, you are a 

calming presence who can focus more effectively on the task 

at hand, rather than play victim to the monkey mind that is 

constantly chattering since it has not been paid attention to. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Plant and Nurture Your Inspiration Tree 
DAILY 

 
The whole world is nurturing today because of the few 

people who thought out of the box and created a revolution 

for the generations to follow. Look at Pablo Picasso, he was 

so fascinated by painting that he had almost little or no social 

life. Alexander Graham Bell brought us closer than anyone 

had ever imagined. Sachin Tendulkar, the legendary cricketer 

from India, started playing international cricket at the age of 

16 and hit groundbreaking runs and records for almost two- 

and-a-half decades, along with maintaining consistent fitness. 

We all are just like the ―stars‖ I mentioned just now. The 

only difference between the history setters and history critics 

are the body of inspiration they all count on. See, first and 

foremost, in order to attain massive heights in every area of 

your life, you have to know what really, really, really inspires 

you. In other words, the one thing that fills you so enormously 

with fuel and vigor that you just cannot wait to get out of 

bed every morning. This is the one thing that defines you. It 

gives your life a meaning. It is the why of your life. The 

reason why you want to accomplish anything in your life, 

this reason that is so compelling that even a glimpse thought 

of not doing it would make your life less meaningful. 
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And when you find this invigorating ―why‖ of your life, 

please take one step in that direction every single day. Every 

day may not be equal and smooth, but you have to keep one 

foot forward after the other, to become the person whom 

you have always dreamed (with open as well as close eyes) of 

becoming. These micro steps will soon compound to add a 

marathon of a classic passionate life. 

Inspiration is very important to be discovered (or invented 

if you are so creative) so that it keeps you practicing hard. 

No one can reach a ―what‖ before having a distilled ―why‖ for 

their life. And if you do not know why you are doing anything 

in your life, be it hitting the office early, whereas you know 

you should be dropping your child off to school, sit back 

and record the reasons for these little action steps of yours. It 

will serve as guidance beyond any measure, to steer you 

towards things that are truly worth of attention. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Do T he Trusting 

 
Yours and mine role in this world is to lift as many people 

to a higher pedestal as we could. Imagine a world where you 

are the only one and no one else is there. What would be the 

point of earning money and having a secure future? What 

would be the point of painting a picture and no one to see it? 

Nothing. The world is here because of the people in it. Quite 

obvious as it sounds, the same obviousness does not seem to 

emerge when we come to trusting our most important 

relationships. 

Most people are ready to trust their financial advisor for 

the toil of their lifetime, yet they find it difficult to impose 

their trust on their own child. Why does a human being find 

it difficult to give the most precious gift of trust to his kid? 

The answer is because he has not worked upon his own self 

to firstly provide that miraculous level of trust to himself. In 

nutshell, if parents want a child to ―listen to them‖, then 

they should firstly listen to their own inner voice to secure 

protection from a further void. 

Once you start to do that, you begin to accept your child‘s 

perspective and provide him the ground to nurture his own 

creativity. You implant a seed of unbound trust in the kid 

that come what may, they may not always be right, but you 
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trust them with whole your heart and will love them forever. 

Precisely, not giving orders and instructions because you 
know-it-all and the child is stupid, instead, allowing yourself 

a space to stop your ego mind and engage in the possibility 

mindset that every child is born with, but the messaging from 

elders and peers makes him behave otherwise.  

This in turn, gives a sense of self-confidence to your child 
to face any circumstance of their life, with grit and freedom 

to be brave backed up by family. As an additional gift, your 
children will also tell you about trying situations of their 
life as they now know that they will not be met by 

judgement, and by acceptance and kind kindle towards 
love.  

This, this joy of loving kids not only when they do 

something to please you, but also when they least deserve 

it, this difficult moment of deciding deliberately to trust 
and love is the earning of real treasure of life. In other 

situations, a child is likely to fall into external sources of 
love. Ones those do give temporary love, but also gives a 

heartfelt pain which only a loving heart can heal. ―And 

though they are with you yet they belong not to you‖, says 

Kahlil Gibran in The Prophet. So be the trustee of your kids‘ 

lives. Just like the trustee does not own possession over the 
properties of the trust, he takes care of them as better than his 

own. 

If the reader of this text is not yet a parent, you are 

definitely a child to your parents. Please do not impose such 

learnings on your parents right away. If you believe in what 

has been said above, be the trustee to your parents. Lead by 

example. When the world around you sees a sample of how 

adorable a change could be, by seeing a sample in yourself, 

they will follow suit without you using the difficult power 

of words, and adhering the proper power of perusal. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Utilize the Empty Spaces 

 
Of all that the human race has achieved so far that we are 

seeing, is just the tippeth tip of the iceberg in regard to what 

you are actually capable of. Remember the time when you 

started working out, hitting the shoes was in itself an ordeal, 

and now with consistent practice and discipline, you are 

marathon-ready. We all know people who are in their nineties 

and are living life on the razor‘s edge, always having that fire 

it the belly to learn more, and work harder than their previous 

self, no matter how much they have achieved in terms of 

worldly success. We are also aware of people who are still in 

their teens, and their physiology conveys of being shattered 

by bruises and hurts of the world. 

Undoubtedly, both these categories of human beings were 

born with the same attributes that every other human being 

is born with. What made the difference in the lives of successes 

and perceived failures is what they did with their time and 

resources. The richest person is only incrementally happy than 

a blue collar worker, researches have shown. Money is not 

going to provide lasting joy. What accounts for true victory 

is what you do with what you have. Real success is measured 

by the person you become in achieving your goals, and the 

number of people you make feel awesome about themselves 

and their contribution to the society. 
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A remarkably important factor is how you utilize the 

empty spaces that are always at your disposal, especially while 

switching two activities that you perform. ―The secret of all 

victory lies in the organization of the non-obvious‖, said 

Marcus Aurelius. A few examples of how you can utilize 

your empty spaces could be: 

• Read a paragraph of a great book after every hour. It 

takes less than sixty seconds, and could be tuned to an alarm, 

but the piling up of this wisdom will provide you anchorage 

to perform in a better manner. 

• Take a nature walk for ten minutes, twice a day. No 

wild animals are devastated in a natural disaster, because they 

stay close to nature and are able to prophesize what mother 

nature is upto! 

• Spend an extra three minutes in restroom and meditate. 

Okay, now this is not the ideal combination, and solutions 

are always to be keyed in, in order to demonstrate a peaceful 

life. 

• Write a thank-you note. When your name unexpectedly 

pops up in the inbox of that loved one or business associate 

who helped you out of their own way, your five minutes of 

shooting an email become more worthy of providing meaning 

and smile to a greatly gorgeous spirit. 

We always get in life not what we want, but who we are, 

in other words, what your standards are. Some people‘s 

standards are to pay their bills, and they always figure out a 

way to pay their bills, even if such bills fluctuate in the range 

of more than that of original amount! So what your standards 
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are to make creative use of your time? Are you going to chit- 

chat at the cookie counter before leaving for home in the 

evening or are you going to think about your day and visualize 

an amazing family time while walking in the woods, before 

stepping into your home?  

Life instantly changes in the spur of a decision, my friend. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

T he Secret to All 

 
One thing, this one thing of this chapter alone has the 

power to transform your life beyond anything you have ever 

imagined of. The one thing is: wake up in the morning before 

4AM and start your most important activity by four. 

What is so special about waking up before 4AM? As a 

matter of fact, very, very few people are awake at that time. 

Only those who want to do something enormously great 

with their lives and serve the world by means of their craft 

are the ones who practice this early morning. The rest of the 

population, either they stay up till late at night or they wake 

up around 5AM or later. So, the environment is having the 

minimum energy flow in this time referred to as ―amrit-vela‖ 

in Hindi, meaning time of influx of pure water (amrit) to 

those who are awake to reap benefits of it. 

When you enter a room full of people, before any exchange 

of greetings, exchange of energy takes place. People who stay 

in a state of awareness are able to sense it well, and those who 

do not exercise conscious awareness, they are also able to feel 
it at a subtle level which they can‘t even recognize. This shows 

that your vibrations, your state of mind, your emotional 

tonality plays an exceedingly important role prior to your 

physical-level interactions. Imagine!!! If in the morning at 
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4AM, only the hardworking, dedicated people arise and bring 

out their absolute best, what wonderful beauties this world 

of ours is going to face! 

Sure, the masses are going to pull you towards your old 

behaviors by accusing you of having been changed. Yeah, 

change is the only constant thing in life. What is wrong with 

the change if it is giving a newer meaning to your life every 

morning? What is so wrong about pursuing discipline of going 

to bed early at night if you know that you are at your absolute 

excellence and immense bliss after performing the 4AM ritual? 

Nothing. There is nothing wrong at all with it. Even the 

people who ridiculed you initially are going to admire your 

lifestyle. 

Over a period of time, you will literally become an 

alchemist, one who turns everything into gold, because you 

know how to tackle your life situations. If you are feeling 

overwhelmed about any situation in your life, arise and sit in 

contemplation at 4AM. You will definitely receive your 

answer. If you are a student, sit to study at 4AM and everything 

you study will sink deep into your brain with minimal effort 

and maximum retention. 

As with every other thing, the person who chooses well 

and works hard, is the one who is favored enough to get 

―lucky breaks‖. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hottest Chick Is Not So Cool 

 
If you know who you are, wherever you go, there you 

are. You do not need any gadget to prove your worth. What 

I mean is, when you use the modern age gadgets to serve 

you, to make your life easier, to automate your standing 

expenses, they are the most beautiful commodity you possess. 

In the present day scenario where people are looking for means 

to concentrate better, structured use of technology can serve 

the biggest fuel to increase your attention. 

Starting point, schedule tech-free zones during your day. 

During this time, turn all your notifications off, and focus 

on the activities that require your maximum attention. If 

your clients and colleagues are in the habit of getting instant 

replies from you, communicate it to them beforehand, and 

soon everyone will be accustomed to your new way of working 

seeing the exponential blast in your productivity. Secondly, 

no use of technology at least one hour after waking up and 

one hour prior to bed time. These are your deep-sinking sub- 

conscious programming hours. It was only during these hours 

that Edison got his maximum ideas. 

Thirdly, no use of gadgets while you are with family, and 

a special taboo, especially with kids. The initial years of a 

child‘s life are the ones during which his maximum 
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development takes place. And I am pretty confident that you 

want your child to be a pro in tapping his intuitive powers so 

that he has the capacity to face the challenges of his life as a 

balanced human being. 

Unalarmingly, the inventors of all these easy gadgets are 

the ones who themselves spend dedicated hours on technology 

and rest of the time on thinking, pondering, creating, building 

new ideas and marvels. You will never see these massively 

successful human beings attending their mails while sitting 

in an important meeting. Remember, there are only two kinds 

of people, one, who create new and beautiful things, and the 

other, who make such things as well as their mind obsolete 

by uncontrolled use of such creations. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Innovator’s Mantra 

 
The dictionary meaning of ‗to innovate‘ is to introduce 

changes and new ideas. Einstein‘s definition of insanity is to 

keep doing the same things and expecting different results. 

So stop! Stop for a day and reframe the way you conduct 

your affairs. Apply a brake on the critiques of people around 

you that often happen as a subconscious action. Take a chill 

from the success formula of yours and think that you have 

not thought before. 

This kind of brainstorming is an extremely useful activity. 

It clears out the old, and makes way for the new; right now 

the new is you, as Steve Jobs spoke in his Stanford 

Commencement Address of 2005. The past is just an illusion 

while the present moment is the moment where you are 

supposed to play your part. 

So meet a new person every time, even if you two are 

closest to each other. In other words, flush in an extravaganza 

of zeal and ardor that operate as a part of your personality, 

yet a more welcoming version every subsequent time. This is 

a favor. To the person standing right in front of you. To 

yourself, as you are rid of past baggage, whether it was positive 

of negative. To the environment, because you are not 

polluting it by putting in excess weight of that which does 
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not exist and which cannot ever exist, the past. 

On this journey of transformation, you will never know 

how much you don‘t know. The more you will know, the 

more avenues will be there for you to know, and the richer 

you shall become in your experiences of the world. Also, this 

―new-ness‖ also engraves lesser use memorizing capabilities, 

as you are what you feel and think, the authentic self, and 

freed from the burden of applause and satisfaction of ego- 

mind. Free of responsibility. Which attitude makes you a 

responsible person. Wow! Where do you get such a deal, 

whilst doing nothing and remembering nothing, except your 

original nature of love and bliss, you get to have the best of 

whatever world you are a part of. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Do T he Research 

 
We all remember our school days when we were supposed 

to do our home-work even though we didn‘t wish to. That 

was a time, when exam time passed like heaven because you 

were so very prepared. Coming to the college, very few 

subjects carry home-work, and those few subjects are also in 

a great college, which focus on the overall development of 

the students. Now, we all have made research studies in our 

graduations, no matter whichever college we went to. 

Envision the exam day of the subject on which you had 

prepared your dissertation. Everything in the exam flowed 
from your head direct to the answer. Your performance on 

that day outweighed your performance in all other subjects 

and also your expectations. 

Why did this happen? Because you had slogged endless 

hours in preparing and furnishing the research report. Just 

imagine, what effect would that report would have on your 

business if you do such vivid research before every project 

you undertook? Or the wonder of your relationships if you 

remember the likes and dislikes of your loved ones and take 

care of them every next time? 

Steve Jobs, in his presentations at Apple was a classic 

example of being prepared by doing the research. Most of 
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the prominent speakers of the world know that they have 

promised a limited time frame to the participants at their 

events, and, therefore, complete their presentations in record 

time at an unbeatable efficiency marked by eminent 

excellence. Pixar Animation, focus not on making a plethora 

of movies, rather on making quality movies. John Lasseter, 

founder of Pixar spread this action as a ritual in the company, 

so much so, that during the production of Up, an ostrich 

was brought to Pixar Headquarters for better animation effects 

in the movie. The company always took off with research as 

a base and then propelled their movies forward. 

May I own the privilege of suggesting you with great 

respect for the beautiful thing of beauty that receives all your 

attention, to back it up by enormous research and multitude 

of preparation? So that you end up on your bed tonight, sure 

of pouring incredible amounts of preparation and mastery, 

along with learning unimaginable heights of new things, and 

also being aware of the fact that good enough is not so good 

enough. Better and challenging is the only way of the winner. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Stop T he Doing 

 
Time to take a deep breath. Time to let someone do who 

is not you. Time to sit with an arm rest and a back rest after 

devoting intense amount of hard work. Time to stop the 

doing. 

While we all know that all actions lead us to all 

consequences in life, we must also know that sometimes 

inaction is the best thing you can do. This signifies that once 

you have put in your best work that the world deserves, once 

you know that you have been flawless in the execution of 

your art, you must detach yourself from the consequences of 

what you did. In this world you will always get the tangible 

as well as intangible rewards of your actions. 

The moment of action tells us that the one who is 

responsible for giving you results is always acting his own 

part to make you confront the truest, best and the richest 

rewards you deserve. Believe, a word on which our spiritual 

teachers can talk about for a day, is the only action you are 

supposed to take. 

Simply stated, if you work in an organization, give your 

astoundingly aesthetic best, and then let the results do the 

deed. If you have just appeared for an exam or a job interview, 

and are awaiting your results, believe, believe, believe, and let 
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the results do the talking. Of all the things in life, we do 

count on results, but it is just a means, end for the true achiever 

is always who you become in the process of acquiring your 

material world riches. 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PART T HREE 

REFLECT ION 



 



 

Bob Procter once said in a YouTube video that it is never 

going to happen that I change the image in this mirror 

without changing my appearance. Similarly, your self-image 

is the most valuable and essential thing to look upon. And 

the image is seen in a reflection. 

Once we become aware of the miniscule knick-knacks of 

life that make a big difference, and as we start taking some 
action daily, it is the time for us to reflect upon the journey 

that we are undertaking. In this small third segment, we will 

together funnel into some of the brightest ways which will 

serve as a gear to know your course and to take necessary 

action to cause admirably creditable changes. 

So let us sink right into the ways you can reflect upon: 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

T he Majestic Silence 

 
It has been proven by studies that introverts tend to 

spend their time in solitude, for example, glued to reading 

a book; whereas extroverts are crowd-oriented people and 

love to spend their time surrounded by masses. Also, an 

intriguing fact revealed by studies is that introverts build 

their days around periods of renewal and refueling by 

deliberately spending time in silence, while extroverts have 

to spend time in silence to bring themselves to their 

jubliant frame again. 

Sitting in silence by the river, in the woods, going for a 

stroll, journaling your deepest beliefs which get you into a 

positive frame of mind are all the divine gifts that you must 

endow yourself with-practising either of these every single 

day. You provide yourself, your family and the whole world 

with a renewed, more profoundly creative and engaged version 

of yours. Just imagine, simply spending one hour in nature 

on a daily basis will add years to your life, more enthusiasm 

and profits in your business, better family life and a life that 

is continually emanating ridiculous levels of achievement 

through its very presence and state of peace on the planet 

Earth. This is your natural state of being. You are meant to 

have a staggering amazing life- one that fuels yourself and 

every person you meet with beautiful levels of passion. Your 

life is a beautiful gift. Do not waste it by following the 
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mediocre 96 per cent of the population who follow the crowd 

like a sheep rather than being a lion of their lives and showing 

a way to the world. 

This fact has also been propounded by various researches 

that are coming up in plenty to demonstrate the effect of 

periods of silence on people‘s life. Studies show that your 

mind gets rid of unnecessary clutter, the monkey mind stops 

and creativity booms, and as a result of compounding or 

momentum, life eventually becomes a wellspring of optimism 

and grace even in difficult and challenging times. Go for a 

walk when you feel low and see your cravings for sugar decrease 

and how you feel overcrowded with zeal. 

And please do not forget, that if you do not deliberately 

cultivate time for peace, you will non-deliberately invite war- 

within and without. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

T he Dynamics of Love and Critic 

 
This chapter, with deep respect, is meant to give you an 

insight of what our lives truly are. Yes, material success is 

important. Building a great financial fortune is smashingly 

triumphing. But the main force, which separates a high career 

graph from a high life graph, is love. 

We all are composed of love. It not only means loving 

your family members and friends, but also love, as a fully 

functioning spirit that you actually are. That which 

remarkably elevates you in every bugging situation of life. 

This is really very important. If you want to be known 

on your funeral as a person who fully lived their life, rather 

than simply breathing and waiting for the end to come, make 

love a priority. unconditionally. Irrespective of the words or 

vibrations flowing in to you. Love yourself. Love your parents. 

Love your spouse. Love your kids. Love your environment. 

Love your plants. Love your neighbors (no matter how they 

behave). Love that cranky relative who finds out situations 
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to taunt you. Love that bike ride. Love the fortune you are 

creating every single day because of which you are living a 

beautiful life as well as serving the people around you as well 

as the society at large. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Yesterday to Today {W ho Am I?} 

 
We all know that our body is constantly evolving. Every 

second. 

And how does the body evolve? Through the means of 

nutritional intake it does. For example, if you constantly eat 

healthy, nutritious food and also do specific types of exercises, 

over a period of time your body uses the required fuels and 

tones up the muscles in such a manner that impart you an 

amazing physique. This is in addition to the immediate 

energy giving effects of exercise, and also to the feel good 

effects of prior workouts that stir up the momentum. 

So is the case with mind. It responds, acts, accumulates, 

and then again responds to the food it is being fed. If your 

mind is constantly, deliberately, exquisitely being positioned 

towards excellent mind food, the quality of mind that would 

be formed over a period of time is worthy and imaginable; 

which when used and fed properly will leave you in awe. 

(Bonus Point: Results are immediate!!! Responsibility Point: 

Endurance of output demands endurance of inputs.) 

Does it not make sense to take care of your mind food, 

and most importantly feed it? It does. Even in the short run 

if it does not make any visible improvement, most certainly 

the effects of conscious self development will be seen when 
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you try to miss out on it some day. There is abundance of 

knowledge available on thousands of YouTube videos, 

wisdom literature, business magazines, webinars, live seminars 

and conferences that readily provide you the information to 

reach a bigger, better, grander level of who you are. 

And this is what our constant endeavor in life is. So that 

we can bring about expansive mystics hidden within us. So 

that we can live happier, more stimulating, more fulfilled 

lives. So that we can help our co-beings on this planet to 

have similar experiences. And also so that you play your part 

in making and giving your best version into the world. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Letter To My Younger Self 

 
If you had the opportunity to live your life again, would 

you live it in a better way? The answer is definitely yes. For 

sure, we are here for a bigger cause. The question is, how 

would you live your life in a better way if you had the 

opportunity to live it again? 

If we seize a few moments from our tough schedules to 

simply sit and think about our journey in the life, we can 

draw beautiful consequences for the life that is going to be 

our future. In the end, this is all we all are on the quest of: to 

learn, to make the game filled with richer experiences every 

time we step onto the court. 

So take out a few moments now to write a letter to your 

Younger Self, telling them about the amazing experiences you 

have had so far in your life and what lessons did you draw 

from them. It could be the experience that love of family 

comes first, which is the bond and base of every other thing 

in our life. It could be coming to face the fact that in the 

long run (and in the short run), quality and ethics matter, 

and whatever you give out in the world, it flows back to you 

into a river. It could be the experience of that day when you 

were feeling not so good, and your stroll to the nearby river 

filled you with exhilaration and wondrous possibility. 
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I would urge you to write this letter to your Younger Self 

at least every quarter, so that you prevent the mistakes you 

made earlier, not in order to never make mistakes, but to 

program and prepare yourself to commit better quality of 

mistakes. This accelerates the learning process and polishes 

you without exposing you to facing the sharp saws of the 

―going-through-it‖ process time and again. 

Ultimately, our circumstances in life differ from each other 

based on what stimulus we have created for ourselves. The 

object is to view the process as an observer, and to know that 

life has everything, literally everything that enters your wildest 

fantasies. If you do not have all that you have dreamed of, or 

even if you want a better quality of life, because a learner 

never stops; then start making new decisions, reiterate your 

winning formula by reflecting on the past and generating 

marvelous future that drills even the biggest dreamers you 

could dream of. 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PART FOUR 

 
BEING AND LIVING 



  



This part is to bring all the parts together - where we act on 
what we all have learnt. 

My most sincere hope is that this part helps you become the 
one you are wanting to, because, this is what you are looking 
for! :) 

  



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Celebration of Hero in You 

 
It is a brilliant sense of achievement when you rise above 

the voices of dissent from within and outside yourself and 

turn yourself into the pro of what you do. And most important 

ingredient of this is how you treat people around yourself. 

Consistency of character comes from touching the person in 

front of you instead of the social name that he is currently 

carrying. 

What anyone else has or has not achieved in their lives is a 

result of the inputs they have put. You fulfill your role by 

making the other person feel better, no matter how they made 

you feel. If an action for a person is possible, it has to be with 

regard to them as royalty. If an action is not possible due to 

nature of events, the flow of your thoughts towards them 

must always be royal. It is not the person about whom we 

are thinking, but the thinker of the thoughts gets affected. 

Stitch this fact to every sinew of your mind and life will 

offer you only abundance. And this is what we all are here 

for: happiness, being more optimistic than we ever have been, 

and to lead a life that inspires everyone to solidify their mark 

on the society. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

T he Biggest Misery In T he World 

 
With due respect, the sole and soul purpose of mine to 

give this title to a chapter in self-improvement book is to 

save you from suffering it. At the end of our lives, the only 

thing we will regret deeply is that we were not present. When 

you drink a glass of water, all your attention must be on the 

tissues of your body being dilated because of the noble 

nourishment being gathered, not like the ninety five per cent 

of the population who spend all their waking hours 

fantasizing the weekend fun or the next holiday coming up. 

By being present, you pour in all your energy into the 

task at hand. By being present, you are able to make better 

choices that result in becoming better voices. By being present, 

you realize that life is not about collection of bundles of 

opinions of others about yourself, rather it is knowing who 

you really are, a field of all possibilities, and that field has 

sometimes be okay to say no to things and people who are 

not present in their field, and alienating oneself is the best 

source of happiness. 

Throughout the course of this book, I have emphasized 

the importance of a life well lived, one that makes a human 

being a spirit of service for himself and everyone whom he 

touched. NO ONE is born into this life. It is the daily practices 
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and rituals that transform an ordinary life to giantly 

miraculous. This miraculous life comes with miraculous 

responsibilities, as a Spiderman movie puts it: ―With great 

power, comes great responsibility.‖ So it is the responsibility 

of you and I to work upon ourselves consistently, to spend 

time in silence, to take regular breaks for rejuvenation, to 

stop to become mindful of the creativity you are giving birth 

to, and to love, for the knowing that ultimately all your 

quests boil down to these pursuits. 

And if you do not step up to realize your highest function, 

if you do not work out thinking your kids are now married 

and you do not need a healthy lifestyle now, if you do not 

stay stable when a loved one suffers from a physical ailment 

because this is how you ―express‖ your love to them, if you 

not stay protected from the gossips your ―learned elders‖ are 

pouring them into, if you fall into the trap of reacting to 

taunts and sarcasms from ―well-meaning‖ critics, then you 

have not expressed your highest human potential. This is the 

place where you do not exercise your freedom, your birthright, 

that is yours no matter when and where you were born, and 

your family is less fortunate, your parents are less proud, your 

society is less inspired, and your world is incomplete. 

So if you want to escape the death of life while still 

breathing, start taking the steps which you know will make 

our world better because you have lived and inhabited a place 

that escaped the ridicule of the greatest misery in the world 

and played the Supreme Role we are all here for: expanding 

our consciousness regardless of our roles. 
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LIFE-SAVING 
INT ERPRETAT IONS 

 
This chapter has been finely crafted to enable you find a 

meaning in your life when the chattering voices of the cynics 

drain out your inner power and energy. Over the journey of 

life travelled by us so far, we all have met different varieties 

of people. Many filled with abundant joy, wisdom and life 

in their very aura, others wearing a social mask of unqualified 

free of cost judges for anything and everything we do. This 

segment is devoted to giving a thought about the latter 

category. 

First of all, we must accept that knowingly or unknowingly, 

we have attracted these people into our lives. Which, instead 

of being a fearful atonement, is a thing to be proud of; since 

as discussed earlier, now you can make better choices to attract 

powerful people into our lives and even grab better reactions 

to the divine category we are here to talk about. 

However, we must learn to keep our calm and stay focused 

on our mission and beliefs even if we come across any energy 

draining circumstance. For that, we have to become our own 

translators to live a peaceful life. What does that mean? For 

example, if someone says you: ―Such a master you think of 

yourself simply by flipping a few pages of wisdom literature!‖ 



“I am virtually flabbergasted by the manner you schedule 
and accomplish your priorities and still have fun down the 
way! Really amazing!” 

 

―I am not a time-table like you.‖ 
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it simply means that: ―I wish I could live such a peaceful and 

abundant life like you! I really envy your discipline and single 

pointed focus on elevating yourself and your environment.‖ 

You see, how powerfully this works. And why this works, 

because it is not the cynical words that affect us, but the 

regular repetition of those inside our head which is responsible 

for all the chaos. So when you listen and visualize the same 

person speaking the words they literally mean to convey, you 

become more powerful, as you know that you become aware 

that you are heading on an inexorable process. 

Given underneath are some of the ―Master Wonders‖ that 

almost every person on the path of excellence and glory meets; 

and along with those are the real meanings which you must 

iterate to yourself in order to live an exuberant life: 
 
 
 
 



Well, this is a time to give your truest love to the person 
saying it, and also to tell them that relationships get stronger 
and more vibrant through the exchange of powerful and 
positive energies, not the other way round. 

 

―You do not share your problems with me now, you 

have changed.‖ 

 
“It is a big achievement on your part to divert your 

energies towards more meaningful objectives rather than 
losing the same to energy drainers. Wonderfully 
smartworked!!” 

 

―After following this eating right and exercise regime, 

you do not eat the desserts! I feel alone.‖ 
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T he Duality Paradox 

 
The only thing that can bring about innovation in any 

aspect of life is awareness. The awareness about the fact that 

we live in a universe that has two visible aspects to every 

phenomenon. And the more we consciously choose the pole 

for us, the more we become its residents. 

In states of mind, the two poles are positivity and 

negativity. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
The third dimension is being an observer, with the single 

minded focus of being a learner, being open to new 

possibilities that life offers at each moment, and then making 

empowering decisions in the succeeding circumstances. 
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In terms of people who surround us, there are again great 

achievers and the others who spend most of their waking 

hours complaining and whining. Of course, we must 

deliberately choose the company of strong and will-filled 

achievers. AND, if along the way, we encounter someone 

playing the blame game for circumstances and events, it is 

the responsibility of an emotionally stable human being to 

give love and acceptance for the other, and thank God, for 

showering His blessings on himself. 

You see my friend, anything that can take you to the next 

level is a constant upheaval of knowledge. Acquisition of all 

the wisdom and knowledge that is available is the only factor 

that creates a life beautifully crafted life for oneself as well as 

for the society. Hence, it must be our dedicated commitment 

to rise to a higher plane of life in every moment of our 

existence, never forgetting to savor the wonderful blessings, 

enjoying it and having fun in the midst of every kathak that 

occurs. Isn‘t it??? 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MINDSETS OF LIFE 

 
―The life that we live is a colourful toy‖, said Krishna. 

And the more colours we put into our palette, the more 

exuberant picture is going to emerge. 

I know you get this, and so it would be my divine 

opportunity to share with you the seven mindsets that are 

functionary to living a life of wonder and bliss. 

So let‘s get into it and experience a life that amazes you 

and everyone around. 

Inspiration Mindset 

Deep down, we all have a feeling of having a sense of 

power. Power that comes not from a title on your business 

card, but the inner power, a sense of power over your thoughts, 

feelings and actions. It is a delicate and dedication demanding 

process of thought, feeling, action, attitude, behavior and 

responses to everything around us that is ruling the whole 

game. ―The story that you tell yourself is the story you will 

live‖, noted Oprah Winfrey and Anthony Robbins once in 

an OWN TV show. 

So go out you people and claim your baton in your own 

hands. Get someone looking at whom you really get fuelled 

up. Or go read a book on Steve Jobs or Sir Richard Branson 
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or Mahatma Gandhi. Or just take some action NOW 

TODAY so that your life supplies a bigger meaning to you 

and everyone around you. ―Victims wait to be inspired before 

doing their dreams. Virtuosos do the work now and then 

receive the inspiration‖, noted Robin Sharma in a facebook 

post. 

My question to you is: What is your chocolate pie today? 

That one thing, which you know if you will do it today, will 

fuel your mind, your body, your character and your spirit to 

a new profound level. Remember, you are whole and 

complete. There is absolutely nothing that you lack to find 

your next level of excellence and dream beyond it after reaching 

your peak. The world is simply waiting for you to shine. 

Even if they are being critical now, YOU are meant to be 

focused. Because your inner voice knows, this is the way it 

shines. And if you deliberately don‘t carve out moments polish 

it every single day, it will wither, just like weeds take away 

the garden slowly and gradually if it is not taken care of. And 

remember, You are much more courageous and fearless than 

you believe. 

Optimism Mindset 

What is optimism? Is it a hard hitting technique to use 

when you feel discouraged? Nope. We all know there are no 

quick fixes in life. ―The Titanic is sinking. Who can lift the 

vessel back up to the water level?‖ ―I can! I‘m an utter 

optimist.‖ No one can. Now that is something we all need 

to nail well into our heads. 

It is absolutely essential to know that a mindset is 

something that is intrinsic, that comes from within and not 
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the external factors. It is all easy said and done to feel elated 

when people around you are appreciative of your actions 

because maybe, from within, you are not being yourself but 

following the herd mentality to be liked and loved. This 

situation, which is a tragic one, is now taking an all new 

turn. 

We are all becoming aware of what we want for our own 

self, so that the intrinsic happiness quotient is the real driver. 

This is when the optimism mindset comes into action. The 

mindset where you are dedicated and devoted to becoming 

more aware of what you are and who are becoming every 

single day so that your life is more useful, not only to you 

but also to the herd at large, because they are facing and meeting 

the real you, devoid of all masks of society and approval. 

Simply stated, that frame of mind when you are aware of 

who you truly are and what you are evolving into, on every 

single day through the choices that you make and the paths 

that you travel is the mindset you carry. And as you stay 

focused on your vision, without falling prey to the ―learned 

pessimists‖ of this plane, you have a VICTORY! We call this 

optimism mindset. 

Connectivity Mindset 

Understanding the connectivity mindset is the best gift 

we can give to our lives. This is for sure, sure, and sure surety 

that whether we understand it or not, whether we are aware 

of it or not, connection is the only fiber around which all 

our lives are wrapped. 

Wisdom teachers from all around the world have given it 
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the name of synchrony, law of attraction, and the like. Stated 

simply, a tiny fragment of thought regarding to any person 

or a thing brings you on the pedestal of that thought. Your 

vibrations, emotions, feelings, thought, belief, behavior, 

action, result and destiny: all emerge from a minute particle 

that originated once in your mind. 

As you watered the thought, it intensified and became a 

reality. Or as you let go of the thought, it soon went away 

from your consciousness. But it all began with the connection 

that gave roots to the entirety. 

You might think of a time when you were so happy and 

desirous of a thing, maybe the missing puzzle in your project, 

that your love and dedication towards it brought it to you 

almost effortlessly. Or recall a time when you sent love for a 

friend, and almost instantaneously you received a call from 

them. Life is filled with connections, wrapped everywhere, 

starting from the trees in your backyard, to the branded 

garments that you wear, to performing the function of keeping 

you alive and vital through synchronicity of all the systems 

present in your body. 

What are the connections that form a knitting of various 

aspects of your life? Do you perceive things afresh every time, 

which come wrapped in bringing a bundle of blessings for 

you? Say yes! Yes means yes to life, yes to connections with 

all divine things that were exclusively manufactured so that 

you could enjoy their fruition. 

Gratitude Mindset 

Gratitude. We can talk over this mindset for the rest of 
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our lives. ―Gratitude is your best friend,‖ says Rhonda Byrne 

in The Magic. Gratitude is not only being thankful when 

you come out of a challenging situation with great safety, 

rather it is a way of being. 

Gratitude is experienced at its optimum when you feel 

light by your thoughts, feelings and actions. You do not take 

your life so seriously. You are so happy to be alive that every 

second of your being counts only the blessings, those blessings 

which are often overlooked by a large number of population, 

because they are so frustrated even when they are living the 

life of their dreams. 

Yes, gratitude is not to emerge as a response to your outer 

stimuli. It should be your inner mantra. The more you 

deliberately practice gratitude, the more blessings you are 

welcoming into your life. You could demonstrate it by 

visualizing a scene, where all the angels and alchemists of the 

heaven descended to the earth to grant a few ―lucky ones‖ the 

wishes of their hearts; then do you appear grateful enough, is 

your face graceful enough, is your heart brimmed with joy, 

are your eyes sparkling in faith and profoundness, for all the 

blessings that presently enrich you? If the answer is yes, then 

those angels and alchemists will most certainly present their 

offerings to you in aplenty. 

This is exactly similar to a situation where you go fully 

prepared to praise someone for a task performed by them 

exemplarily well, and you deliver it to that human being 

astoundingly well who is always in happy-go-lucky state of 

mind. Rightly said it is, as is your mental state, so are your 

circumstances (physical state). We all human beings are nothing 
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more than a bundle of thoughts galloping from one person 

to another who is situated at the same internal pedestal to 

receive it. 

Optimum Possibility Mindset 

Suppose you were told that the person whom you are 

struggling with in a relationship is actually offering you a gift 

in disguise. Or fantasize a proud moment that you experience 

as a result of being brave and resolute on the path of your 

definition of success, even after seeming failures and 

downsizing cynics. 

Simply notice the brightness on your face. Even an 

imagination can provoke such response, a real-time frame of 

mind cannot help but simply flow the pendulum of your 

life where all things are possible, provided they are done with 

the intentions of creating a value, and do not harm any person. 

You are a free bird, having the freedom to fly, let the trail 

of your presence follow the path that you chose with 

approaching your life with a source to express optimum 

possibility of only positive and creative manifestations. 

Richard Bach shows us how to really fly without any 

limitations in hi wonderful book Jonathon Livingston Seagull. 
All we have in our life is choices. We are making thousands 

of choices, thousands of choices in a day. The effect of such 

choices in your life is the definition of how you occur: in the 

world and to your own self. 

Such a beautiful world will it be for you and your 

associations, if you refuse to follow the dominant beliefs of 

the old world and enter a new world on every new day, with 
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the mindset that nature is to offer you all that is optimally 

possible for you. Remember, the Creator or Mother Nature 

or Universe or God or your Higher Self, whatever 

nomenclature you use, He expresses Himself in this world 

through you and I. 

Thus, the nature is happiest when you accept its basic 

nature that awards possibility and optimization of your 

desires. Desire is the base of your human existence, and the 

sweeter experience you will create, the more sweetness you 

will factor in and deposit in your lifelong savings account, 

the only one in which deposits require least toiling on your 

part, and also the only one which turns your deposits into 

fortune. 

Improvisation Mindset 

For the elite player in the game of life, there is nothing 

such as ―that‘s it!‖ A master achiever always knows that there 

are no boundaries to what you can achieve provided you have 

the discipline, the burning desire to achieve it, and the fire in 

the belly to stay focused and take massive action. You know 

that once you come to a point of achievement in your life, 

there is so much for you to know more and achieve more. 

Even in spiritual context, there is no such thing as a perfect 

yogi. The deeper you sink into the practice of yoga, the more 

it becomes your way of life, and you discover wider avenues 

where you can practice it. 

Simply spoken, when you adopt improvisation as your 

way of being, you award yourself a life filled with consistent 

excellence. The first version of iPhone was prepared and 

constantly innovated and improvised for every single day for 
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a period of six months. Any doubt over the success of that 

product? 

Think of your own career. When your customers know 

that come what may, every next time they come to you, they 

will be surmounted with a ton of value than they had 

previously received. Or imagine the value your business which 

cannot help but rise rapidly and stunningly, throughout the 

year, despite bullish or bearish phase, if every person in the 

organization promises himself or herself to outwork their 

previous day‘s version. 

Your life here is designed to stun, to shock, to dazzle and 

to improvise everyone who comes in contact with it. ―As a 

man thinketh in his heart, so is he‖ said James Allen in his 

classic As A Man Thinketh. As you think you are there to 

improve consistently, you will always find a way to do it. 

Make improvisation your new standard. It doesn‘t matter 

even if you hold the highest position in your organization or 

you do not hold a position that is ―worthwhile‖ according to 

you, if you are on the path of innovation and improvisation 

as your default mindset, life has nothing to do but to stun 

you in unimaginable ways. 

Champion’s Mindset 

Suppose you are told that you will receive success in life 

in whatever you do. How would your life look like? Please 

pause for a moment and imagine the actions you would now 

take. 

Great, welcome back. If you took a minute to be in that 

frame of mind that only guarantees success, you were in a 
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state of bliss. Your body language reflected a sense of 

confidence that is unshakeable. Your smile carried the warmth 

and glow of a ―liver of life‖, rather than that of a ―victim of 

circumstances‖. 

Now, if all of this is so true, why do many people who 

want great relationships or financial fortune do not quite 

reach it? Because they have fear of failure. Remember, failure 

is not a roadblock to success, fear of failure is. It is the fear of 

failure that often lurks some of the brilliant minds in dark 

for the course of their lifetime. The average number of failures 

per successful person has been reported to be one, because lot 

of people do not even try after the first failure, and so they 

never reach success. 

And now you know, that in order to reach to a peak place 

according to your standards and not the standards that are a 

by-product of the fears of the naysayers, you have to have a 

champion‘s mindset. In fact, you cannot afford not to have a 

champion‘s mindset. You have to dream boldly, live fully, act 

courageously, refuel drastically and to reap the rewards 

enormously. 

This is the life that we all are wanting. If you know the 

law of karma, that is, whatever action you take, be it in the 

form of thought, emotion or physical action, it is going to 

have a ripple effect in the world, and that is what is going to 

come back to you, you will never take an action or even 

think a thought without knowing the effect of that thought 

on your life. 

You are meant to win this life which is not to be taken 

seriously at all, but rather as a lila, a play which will be more 
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fun as we engage our heart and soul into it. No matter 

whatever situation you have faced in the past, there are people 

who have been through worse situations than we could have 

ever imagined, and have so courageously and bravely emerged 

out that they became the sole author of their destiny, leaving 

the example for generations to follow. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CONCLUSION 

 
What Does A Great Life Consist Of? 

A great life consists of asking questions unceasingly and 

living them. Every human being who has lived a great life has 

embarked upon this common denominator. It is only when 

you assume that your life is great and you do know all the 

answers, that it is the time to reflect upon your behavior and 

make evolutions. 

A great life means you absolutely must develop an 

extremely brilliant inner life, and leave no room at all, for 

excuses to penetrate your field of presence. There are going 

to be people clad in different pants and shirts all the time to 

teach us the various lessons life has to gift us. And in so being, 

a great human being must know to listen his gut as to what 

he should be responding to that very moment. It is in the tit- 

bits of opportunities and extremities of chances that a 

phenomenal life builds up. 

We all have these broken windows of external renovations 

that our lives are defined by. And how does one deal with 

these circumstances? By being prepared for them by working 

on your inner life. You do not eat junk food most of the 

time and healthy food six to seven times a year, in order to 

stay healthy. Rather it is the opposite way. Similarly, you 
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must start working on yourself with a know-yourself attitude 

at all times. The more you are willing to learn, the more 

beautiful life gets for you. Life will offer you infinite 

possibilities for growth and possibilities, once we accept the 

beautiful nature of life and adopt it in our own behavior: 

that is, to give. 

Give yourself the gift of life every single moment. In 

happy, which we all must be most of the time, and in 

challenging moments, an acceptance attitude towards the 

wonders that surround us, along with setting intentions, 

desires, and acting with all your heart and soul, with the view 

to working on all areas of life and pursuing a private dream 

that your heart knows, is bound to become a reality, is a 

great life. Work amazingly hard, laugh out with your 

emotions, love like there is no tomorrow, serve more than 

you receive (everywhere), and be filled with immense levels 

of gratitude and bliss, that is my deepest wish for you. 
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